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ABSTRACT: The magnitude of the field-effect mobility μ of organic thin-
film and single-crystal field-effect transistors (FETs) has been over-
estimated in certain recent studies. These reports set alarm bells ringing in
the research field of organic electronics. Herein, we report a precise
evaluation of the μ values using the effective field-effect mobility, μeff, a
new indicator that is recently designed to prevent the FET performance of
thin-film and single-crystal FETs based on various phenacene molecules
from being overestimated. The transfer curves of a range of FETs based on
phenacene are carefully categorized on the basis of a previous report. The
exact evaluation of the value of μeff depends on the exact classification of
each transfer curve. The transfer curves of all our phenacene FETs could
be successfully classified based on the method indicated in the aforementioned report, which made it possible to evaluate the exact
value of μeff for each FET. The FET performance based on the values of μeff obtained in this study is discussed in detail. In particular,
the μeff values of single-crystal FETs are almost consistent with the μ values that were reported previously, but the μeff values of thin-
film FETs were much lower than those previously reported for μ, owing to a high absolute threshold voltage, |Vth|. The increase in
the field-effect mobility as a function of the number of benzene rings, which was previously demonstrated based on the μ values of
single-crystal FETs with phenacene molecules, is well reproduced from the μeff values. The FET performance is discussed based on
the newly evaluated μeff values, and the future prospects of using phenacene molecules in FET devices are demonstrated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Studies that have highlighted the overestimation of the
magnitude of the field-effect mobility, μ, in organic field-effect
transistors (FETs) have recently been reported,1,2 which set
the alarm bells ringing in the research field of organic
electronics.1,2 The development of organic FETs during the
past decade has led to rapid enhancements in μ, but the
abovementioned reports indicate that these very high μ values
might be apparent values. Namely, the value of μ might not be
an appropriate indicator for evaluating the FET properties2 if
the μ values are determined from the steepest slope of the
transfer curves.
It should be noted that the exact channel mobility, which

does not include the contact resistance, must be evaluated in a
four-terminal mode.3−5 Conceivably, the transmission line
method (TLM) has been effectively employed to evaluate the
contact resistance.6−8 Moreover, many attempts to directly
reduce the contact resistance have been reported, such as
matching the work function, ϕ, of metals for source/drain
electrodes with the energy levels of the conduction or valence
bands9−11 and inserting various electron acceptor molecules
between the electrodes and active layers.12−14 Thus, the μ
value determined in the two-terminal mode has been predicted

to underestimate the channel mobility owing to the contact
resistance.3−5 In this regard, it is important to note that the
recently reported high μ values were measured in the two-
terminal mode,15−17 which may originate from the advance-
ment of material design. However, a significant claim was made
that the value of μ would not become a suitable indicator for
the FET operation if the transfer curves were not evaluated
appropriately.1,2 Thus, the μ value determined simply from the
steepest slope of the transfer curve was no longer considered to
be an indicator of the FET performance owing to the
overestimation of this value.2 This prompted the design of the
effective field-effect mobility, μeff, as a new indicator of FET
performance to avoid the overestimation of μ. The μeff value
corresponds to the field-effect mobility evaluated by
reconstructing the transfer curve obtained experimentally to
the ideal Shockley type. The value of μeff drastically differs from
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that of μ depending on the type of transfer curve.2 Therefore,
the value of μeff in organic FETs has to be determined by
exactly classifying the transfer curves.
Herein, we report the evaluation of μeff of FETs using both

single crystals and thin films of phenacene molecules with the
aim of clarifying their real FET performance. High μ values
have been reported for FETs with phenacene mole-
cules,5,7,12−14,16,18−28 and an increase in the μ value using an
extension of the benzene network has also been demon-
strated.18,20 In addition to these results, the potential
application of phenacene molecules in future practical FET
devices owing to their higher stability than acene molecules
under atmospheric conditions is considered. However, a re-
evaluation of the FET properties of phenacene molecules using
the new indicator, μeff, is necessary because of the significant
claim mentioned above. The purpose of this study is to
summarize the FET properties of phenacene molecules based
on the μeff values and to demonstrate the availability of these
molecules for FET applications. Therefore, we strictly followed
the concept and idea of μeff proposed in ref 2 to exactly
evaluate the performance of phenacene FETs. The molecular
structures of all molecules employed in this study are shown in
Figure 1, which are categorized “phenacene molecules”.

2. METHODS

The μeff values of FETs based on both single crystals and thin
films of phenacene molecules were determined according to
the previously described method.2 All FET data were taken
from our own studies.5,12−14,16,18−25,27,28 Each transfer curve
was first classified as belonging to one of the six types, as
reported before.2 These six types of transfer curves are
categorized as “model A−F,” as shown in Figure 2. The
measurement reliability factor, rsat, for the saturation regime
was evaluated using the following formula2
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where μsat, L, W, and Ci refer to the field-effect mobility μ
evaluated in the saturation regime, channel length, channel
width, and capacitance per area of the gate dielectric,
respectively. |ID|

max and |ID|
0 are the experimental maximum

absolute drain current and the experimental absolute drain
current at a gate voltage VG of 0 V, respectively, and the drain

current is ID.
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corresponds to the slope of the plot of | |ID

against |VG|, in which μsat was evaluated and
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refers to the steepest slope. The value of μeff was evaluated
using the formula,2 μeff = rsat × μsat. Namely, in the case of an
ideal Shockley-type transfer curve displayed as model F (Figure
2), rsat = 100%.2 Throughout this study, μsat is simply denoted
“μ.”
Moreover, we evaluated the measurement reliability factor

rlin and effective field-effect mobility μeff
lin from the field-effect

mobility μlin in the linear regime, determined for [6]phenacene
thin-film FET.5 Here, the value of rlin was estimated using the
following formula2

Figure 1. Molecular structures of phenacene molecules employed in
this study.

Figure 2. Simulated transfer characteristics classified as model A−F.
(a) An S-shaped transfer curve, (b) superlinear curve, (c) sublinear
curve, and (d) humped nonlinear curve. (e) Linear characteristics
with high |Vth| and (f) ideal Shockley-type transfer curve. The
meaning of the dashed lines is described in detail in the text. The
values of rsat were evaluated based on the formulae shown in the text.
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Moreover, μeff
lin = rlin × μlin.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing of the six types of transfer
curves, |ID|

1/2 versus |VG|, of organic FETs in the saturation

regime. These transfer curves are categorized as “model A−F”;
the value of rsat shown in Figure 2 varies largely across these six
models. The schematically drawn transfer curves (Figure 2) are
based on the description in the previous report.2 The ideal
transfer curve refers to that categorized as “model F” for which
rsat is ∼100%. The transfer curve for model F, characterized by
a small absolute threshold voltage |Vth| (∼0), implies an ideal
Shockley-type transfer curve. In contrast, model A has an S-
shaped transfer curve (Figure 2a). The value of μ for model A
is determined from the part of the transfer curve with the
steepest slope (red-dashed line) and rsat is 14%. Model B
(Figure 2b) displays a superlinear curve, where |Vth| is too high,
and rsat is 10%. Model C (Figure 2c) has a sublinear curve, and
rsat is 16%. The values of rsat in models A−C are unacceptably
low. The transfer curves of the two remaining models, D and E,
are nonlinear with a hump in the subthreshold region with an
extended linear characteristic (model D) and a linear
characteristic with high |Vth| (model E), as shown in Figure
2d,e, respectively. The values of rsat were 8 and 34% for models
D and E, respectively. Here, an rsat value of 8% (model D) was
evaluated from the red line in Figure 2d. For model D, the
green-dashed line may be selected, as shown in Figure 2d. In
this case, the dashed line does not refer to the steepest part of

the transfer curve, but to the moderately steep part; in this
case, rsat is 260%, indicating that μ is underestimated.
By definition, rsat is an indicator of the deviation from the

ideal transfer curve (model F). The values of rsat in models A−
E (Figure 2a−e) are smaller than those in the ideal transfer
curve (model F), leading to an overestimation of the field-
effect mobility; the red line is selected in model D (Figure 2d).
As described above, rsat may increase by selecting the extended
linear part (green-dotted line) for the evaluation of the μ value
in model D, as shown in Figure 2d, which results in the field-
effect mobility being underestimated. In fact, the transfer
curves of models A−E result in an overestimation of μ, because
the value of μ is generally determined from the steepest part of
the transfer curve. The key to obtaining the ideal transfer curve
is to suppress the value of |Vth|. However, certain FETs based
on phenacene have a high |Vth| value, particularly in the case of
a SiO2 gate dielectric.5,12−14,16,18−23,25,27,28 This may be the
most serious problem associated with the utilization of
phenacene molecules as the active layer in FET devices.
Figure 3a,b shows the transfer curves of thin-film FETs

based on 3,10-ditetradecylpicene ((C14H29)2-picene) with
Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 (PZT) and ZrO2 gate dielectrics. These transfer

Figure 3. Transfer curves of 3,10-ditetradecylpicene ((C14H29)2-
picene) thin-film FETs with (a) PZT and (b) ZrO2 gate dielectrics.
Only the values of μ, |Vth|, the on−off ratio, and S of these devices are
reported in ref 16, but the transfer curves were not shown previously.

Figure 4. Transfer curves of (a) [6]phenacene thin-film FET with
SiO2 gate dielectric. Transfer curves of [9]phenacene single-crystal
FET with (b) SiO2 and (c) PZT gate dielectrics. Only the values of μ,
|Vth|, the on−off ratio, and S of these devices were reported in refs 5
and 20, but the transfer curves were not shown previously.
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curves, which provide high values of μ of 13 and 8.9 cm2 V−1

s−1, respectively, as reported previously,16 are categorized as
model A. The values of rsat for these transfer curves were 24
and 18%, respectively. Consequently, the values of μeff were
estimated to be 3.1 and 1.6 cm2 V−1 s−1, respectively, for
(C14H29)2-picene thin-film FETs with PZT and ZrO2 gate
dielectrics, indicating that the mobility is still high. In
particular, the FET performance of the (C14H29)2-picene
thin-film FET (μeff = 1.4−3.1 cm2 V−1 s−1) with high-k gate
dielectrics is highly attractive, even though the effective
mobility was employed for the evaluation of the FET
performance. The |Vth| values for the (C14H29)2-picene thin-
film FETs with PZT and ZrO2 gate dielectrics were 6.7 and 7.6
V, respectively, suggestive of low-voltage operation. Thus, the
results suggest that (C14H29)2-picene is a highly suitable
material for the active layer (thin film) of FET devices when
using high-k gate dielectrics.
The transfer curve of the [6]phenacene thin-film FET with a

SiO2 gate dielectric is shown in Figure 4a, and is categorized as
model B, characterized by a superlinear curve. The value of rsat
from the transfer curve shown in Figure 4a is 14%. Namely, the
very high |Vth| of 62 V causes a large deviation from the ideal

Shockley-type transfer curve (model F). Based on the value of
μ (= 6.6 cm2 V−1 s−1)5 for [6]phenacene thin-film FETs with
SiO2 gate dielectrics, the value of μeff was estimated to be 9.2 ×
10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1. Thus, the value of μeff was reduced by the
large deviation from the ideal transfer curve.
The transfer curve of the [9]phenacene single-crystal FET

with a SiO2 gate dielectric is shown in Figure 4b, and is
categorized as model E. This type of transfer curve is
characterized by a linear characteristic with a high |Vth|. In
fact, |Vth| is 22 V, that is, the transfer curve closely
approximates the ideal type (model F). The value of rsat
derived from the transfer curves shown in Figure 4b is 61%.
The value of μeff was estimated to be 5.3 cm2 V−1 s−1 from the
value of μ (=8.7 cm2 V−1 s−1)20 for the [9]phenacene single-
crystal FET with SiO2, indicating a high field-effect mobility.
The transfer curve shown in Figure 4c is that of the
[9]phenacene single-crystal FET with a PZT gate dielectric.
This curve yields the values of 81% and 4.5 cm2 V−1 s−1 for rsat
and μeff, respectively, and is also categorized as model A. Thus,
[9]phenacene single-crystal FETs have transfer curves of which
the shape is close to that of the ideal Shockley-type transfer
curve (model F).

Table 1. Parameters of FET Devices Using Thin Films of Phenacene Molecules

sample name no. gate dielectric Ci (nF cm−2) type |Vth| (V) μ (cm2 V−1 s−1) rsat (%) μeff (cm
2 V−1 s−1) ref.

picene 1 SiO2 8.6 B 67 1.1 × 10−1 10 1.1 × 10−2 21
2 SiO2 8.6 A 60 1.4 22 3.1 × 10−1 22
3 ZrO2 1.4 × 102 B 6.7 3.6 × 10−2 11 3.9 × 10−3 24
4 HfO2 83 B 6.9 1.5 × 10−2 9.6 1.4 × 10−3

5 BST 1.0 × 102 B 4.0 1.9 × 10−3 11 2.1 × 10−4

[6]phenacene 6 SiO2 11 B 62 3.7 14 5.3 × 10−1 25
7 Ta2O5 64 B 5.4 9.0 × 10−2 21 1.9 × 10−2

8 SiO2 8.1 B 69 7.4 9.4 7.0 × 10−1 5
9a SiO2 8.1 B 62 6.6 14 9.2 × 10−1

10 Parylene 3.0 B 100 6.0 × 10−1 7.5 4.5 × 10−2

11 Parylene 3.0 B 100 4.6 × 10−1 8.4 3.9 × 10−2

12 parylene 3.0 B 86 5.7 × 10−2 8.0 4.5 × 10−3

13 parylene 3.8 B 56 2.7 23 6.1 × 10−1

[7]phenacene 14 SiO2 8.1 B 55 8.4 × 10−1 20 1.7 × 10−1 23
15 HfO2 83 B 4.5 1.6 × 10−2 13 2.0 × 10−3

16 BMIM-PF6 9.7 × 103 B 2.7 2.6 × 10−1 1.0 2.6 × 10−3

17 EMIM-TFSI 9.3 × 103 E 1.7 1.0 × 10−3 10 1.0 × 10−4

18 BMIM-PF6 9.7 × 103 B 2.5 2.8 × 10−1 2.8 7.8 × 10−3

19 SiO2 8.3 B 66 9.2 × 10−1 12 1.1 × 10−1 27
[8]phenacene 20 SiO2 8.1 B 51 1.7 24 4.1 × 10−1 19

21 BMIM-PF6 4.0 × 103 E 2.7 16 8.0 × 10−1 1.3 × 10−1

[9]phenacene 22 SiO2 8.3 B 49 1.5 × 10−1 26 3.8 × 10−2 20
23 SiO2 8.3 B 42 1.7 32 5.4 × 10−1

[10]phenacene 24 SiO2 8.3 B 39 3.7 × 10−2 37 1.4 × 10−2 28
25 BMIM-PF6 8.0 × 103 A 2.2 4.2 1.4 5.7 × 10−2

[11]phenacene 26 SiO2 8.3 B 43 1.2 × 10−1 19 2.2 × 10−2 28
27 BMIM-PF6 8.0 × 103 E 2.3 2.6 1.1 2.8 × 10−2

(C14H29)2-picene 28 SiO2 8.3 B 51 3.9 13 5.1 × 10−1 16
29 HfO2 35 A 11 7.7 18 1.4
30b PZT 36 A 6.7 13 24 3.1
31 PZT 36 A 9.8 13 14 1.8
32c ZrO2 35 A 7.6 8.9 18 1.6

(C14H29)2-[7]phenacene 33 SiO2 8.3 E 25 2.0 56 1.1 27
34 ZrO2 39 E 6.4 2.2 × 10−1 37 7.9 × 10−2

35 BMIM-PF6 8.0 × 103 A 2.4 1.3 2.5 3.1 × 10−2

aThe transfer curve of the device (no. 9) is shown in Figure 4a. bThe transfer curve of the device (no. 30) is shown in Figure 3a. cThe transfer
curve of the device (no. 32) is shown in Figure 3b.
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Here, we comment on the category to which the 35 transfer
curves of thin-film FETs and 24 single-crystal FETs based on
phenacenes belong, as summarized in Tables 1 and 2. As seen
in Table 1, 66% of thin-film FETs are categorized as model B,
which is characterized by a superlinear curve with very high |
Vth| values, whereas 20% of FETs are categorized as model A,
and the remainder as model E. Namely, the transfer curves of
most of the phenacene thin-film FETs are categorized as model
B because of their high |Vth| originating from large gap energy
and large trap density. In particular, the low-k gate dielectric
like SiO2 provides a high |Vth| to lead to the B-type transfer
curve. Thus, the capacitance of the gate dielectric is one of the
most important factors to determine the transfer curve, that is,
the small capacitance (low-k gate dielectric) requires a larger
gate voltage to fill the trap density.
On the other hand, in the case of single-crystal FETs (Table

2), 58% of FETs are categorized as model E, whereas 21% of

FETs are categorized as model B, and the remaining FETs as
model A. Thus, rsat of single crystal FETs categorized as model
E could be divided into two groups: one group with high rsat
because of the low |Vth|, and the other group with low rsat
because of the higher |Vth|. In the case of phenacene single-
crystal FETs, the fraction of B-type transfer curves is lower
than that of thin-film FETs, demonstrating the trap density of
single crystal must be smaller than that of the thin film.
Therefore, the B-type transfer curves had not often to be
observed.
The contact resistance often led to the concave output

curves in organic FETs, but most of the output curves did not
provide a remarkable concave behavior in phenacene thin-film
FETs, because of the top-contact source/drain electrodes and
the insertion of 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodi-
methane between the electrodes and active layer. Therefore,
the B-type transfer curve owing to the high |Vth| of phenacene
FETs may not directly be due to the contact resistance.
In addition, as seen from Tables 1 and 2, some FETs with

the same structure show the different types of transfer curves,
although most of the same structured FETs provided the same
ones. This implies that the slight difference of capacitance and
coating of the gate dielectric surface may lead to the different
types of transfer curves (A, B, and E) even in the same device
structure because smaller capacitance and larger trap density
provide a B-type transfer curve, and a more rough surface of
gate dielectric may provide A-type (suppression of |ID| at high |
VG|) owing to the surface effect.29

As shown in Table 2, [8]phenacene and [9]phenacene
single-crystal FETs had high rsat values, leading to high values
of μeff, thereby demonstrating that extended phenacene
molecules are highly suitable for use as the active layer in
FET devices. In the case of [8]phenacene and [9]phenacene
single-crystal FETs, the use of SiO2 as the gate dielectric as

Table 2. Parameters of FET Devices Using Single Crystals of Phenacene Molecules

sample name no. gate dielectric Ci (nF cm−2) type |Vth| (V) μ (cm2 V−1 s−1) rsat (%) μeff (cm
2 V−1 s−1) ref.

Picene 1 SiO2 6.8 B 96 4.7 × 10−1 13 6.3 × 10−2 12
2 SiO2 32 B 30 8.6 × 10−2 8.2 7.1 × 10−3

3 Ta2O5 28 E 26 3.4 × 10−2 4.9 1.7 × 10−3

4 Ta2O5 28 B 27 4.0 × 10−1 5.1 2.0 × 10−2

5 HfO2 26 E 30 1.1 6.3 6.9 × 10−2

6 BMIM-PF6 9.6 × 103 A 1.9 1.8 × 10−1 1.9 3.4 × 10−3

[6]phenacene 7 SiO2 9.1 E 36 5.6 × 10−1 41 2.3 × 10−1 13
[7]phenacene 8 SiO2 9.1 B 91 2.6 × 10−2 5.8 1.5 × 10−3 13

9 SiO2 9.1 E 54 2.3 30 7.0 × 10−1

10 HfO2 49 E 2.6 3.0 76 2.3
11 SiO2 9.1 E 18 4.7 67 3.2
12 Ta2O5 49 E 6.3 3.2 47 1.5
13 BMIM-PF6 9.7 × 103 E 2.3 3.8 × 10−1 5.4 2.1 × 10−2

14 SiO2 11 E 50 6.9 34 2.3 14
[8]phenacene 15 SiO2 10 E 28 8.2 41 3.3 18

16 PZT 63 E 4.9 2.1 48 1.0
17 BMIM-PF6 7.9 × 103 B 2.4 3.5 × 10−1 4.8 1.7 × 10−2

[9]phenacene 18 SiO2 9.5 E 17 10.5 70 7.4 20
19a SiO2 9.5 E 22 8.7 61 5.3
20 ZrO2 28 E 2.1 18 72 13
21 ZrO2 28 A 1.3 10 23 2.3
22 PZT 41 A 1.4 6.2 76 4.7
23 PZT 41 A 1.0 4.6 70 3.2
24b PZT 41 A 1.5 5.6 81 4.5

aThe transfer curve of the device (no. 19) is shown in Figure 4b. bThe transfer curve of the device (no. 24) is shown in Figure 4c.

Figure 5. Plot of μeff
max vs n of the phenacene molecules (closed

circles). Plots of μeff
max against n for (C14H29)2-[n]phenacene thin-film

FETs.
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well as high-k gate dielectrics also yields high values of rsat and
μeff. In addition, the [7]phenacene single crystal FETs with
high-k gate dielectrics provided high values of rsat and μeff.
Namely, the use of a high-k gate dielectric in [8]phenacene and
[9]phenacene single-crystal FETs is not strictly necessary,
although [7]phenacene requires it.
We briefly comment on the FET properties of electric-

double-layer (EDL) thin-film transistors with ionic liquids,
BMIM[PF6] and EMIM-TFSI, which provide very low values
of rsat (less than 11%) as listed in Table 1. The values of μeff
obtained are too low because of the low values of rsat. The
trend is also found in single-crystal FETs, as seen from Table 2.
Thus, the low μeff values in EDL thin-film and single-crystal
FETs indicate that the phenacene molecules may not be
employed for EDL FETs at the present stage.
Figure 5 shows a plot of μeff versus the number of benzene

rings (n) in the phenacene molecules. In the graph, the highest
μeff value (μeff

max) recorded for the FETs using each
[n]phenacene is plotted as a function of n, unambiguously
demonstrating that the extension of the benzene network in
the phenacene molecule is a significant key to improving the
FET performance. This is consistent with the results reported
previously based on the plot of μ versus n.18,20 In particular,
[9]phenacene is expected to be an excellent molecule for the
active layer of single-crystal FETs. Moreover, certain
(C14H29)2-picene and (C14H29)2-[7]phenacene thin-film
FETs often have μeff values higher than 1.0 cm2 V−1 s−1,
although the transfer curves are classified as models A and B,
indicating that alkyl-substituted picene and [7]phenacene
molecules are effective for thin-film FETs.
Finally, we evaluated the values of rlin and μeff

lin for
[6]phenacene thin-film FET with 400 nm thick SiO2. The
transfer curve was categorized as “model B”, as seen from the
transfer curve shown in ref 5. The value of rlin was evaluated to
be 19%, which gave a value of μeff

lin = 7.4 × 10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1

because μlin = 3.9 cm2 V−1 s−1.5 The values are similar to rsat
(=14%) and μeff

sat (=9.2 × 10−1 cm2 V−1 s−1) obtained for the
corresponding FET (Figure 4a and Table 1), demonstrating
the validity of effective field-effect mobility as an indicator of
FET performance.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, the transfer curves reported for phenacene
molecules were classified into six models based on their
characteristics, and the values of rsat and μeff were evaluated to
judge their FET performance correctly. As a result, it was
demonstrated that the extension of the benzene network of the
phenacene molecules was significant for improving the
performance of single-crystal FETs. Specifically, the use of
[8]phenacene and [9]phenacene molecules as the active layer
showed great potential for improving the performance of
single-crystal FETs. Also, [7]phenacene single crystals have
potential for FET application in the case of using a high-k gate
dielectric. Moreover, alkyl-substituted picene is promising for
use as an active layer in thin-film FETs in high-k dielectrics.
These results clearly indicate that the extension of the benzene
network of the phenacene molecule plays an important role in
the improvement of FET performance. We successfully
synthesized [10]phenacene and [11]phenacene to fabricate
thin-film FETs,28 but single-crystal FETs have not yet been
fabricated using these molecules. This is the most significant
task for realizing high-performance single-crystal FETs.
Moreover, a suitable design involving the alkyl substitution

of [n]phenacenes would be an effective approach to realize
high-performance organic thin-film FETs.
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